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Equations for optimizing RFID links involving targets
in 1-d motion.
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of vehicle-tag association error in the event of ill vehiclevehicle separation and queuing problems.

Abstract— This work discusses the RFID reading contexts of
targets in 1-d motion. The problem to be solved is a function of
the final reading rate that can be optimized. A set of variables
constitutes the parameter group extracted from a simplified Friis
model taking into account the presence of obstacles such as
ground and its electromagnetic properties. The speed influence of
targets in motion (containing RFID tags) is also discussed since it
directly affects the final number of readings for the reader-tag
pair, given an input power.
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I.

Radio

Maxwell equations may be integrated [26] to calculate the
reading zone, but for higher carrier frequencies, reflective and
absorbing boundaries may harden the task by increasing the
number of calculation cells and field nodes [27]. A “quick and
easy” way of calculating propagation amplitudes may thus be
advantageous mainly if the problem can be set up as a function
of a geometry as close as possible to the real situation. In the
case of RFID involving a vehicle tag and a reader, the
geometry is limited to a two dimensional degree of freedom
involving the presence of the most important reflecting
boundaries, as the ground for a given tag-reader polarization
configuration. Friis model has been extensively used
[28,29,30,31] as a simplified approach including reflection
boundaries and permits an experimental comparison with
sensibility power thresholds both for reader and tag. Wireless
communications [32,33] have long used Friis model mainly to
treat problems where the involved distances are much larger
than the problem wavelength. In order to model RFID link
using this equation, a sufficiently accurate model of the reader
and tag antenna geometries must be known. This article
reviews the many of geometrical details involved in calculating
the reading zone (for both the tag and the reader) including
reflection terms for tags attached to one objects in one
dimensional motion and then discuss how this model can be
used to optimize the RFID reading rate.

Frequency

INTRODUCTION

The idea of using RFID UHF tags in vehicle tracking and
tolling is just a subset of all possible application of the RFID
technology wave of the past 30 years [1,2,3]. In particular,
RFID tags operating in the ISM band for region II (902928MHz) [4] have been extensively used in a wide variety of
static applications [5,6,7] – as in targets in motion [8,9,10, 11].
Vehicles constitute classical cases of dynamical RF interaction
in which attributes of radiating structures, i. e., gain, antenna
impedance matching, radiation lobe coverage among others,
are extremely critical. Depending on the vehicle speed and
other tag features, besides energy requirements, the interaction
between the tag and the electromagnetic field of the RFID
reader becomes a bottleneck. Several interesting problems
appear in UHF tags [12,13], depending on limits such as chip
energy budget [12]. Laws limit the reader output power
[14,15]. Engineers should exercise creativity in order to design
antenna structures [16] to maximize reading rates, taking into
account environmental challenges, which, on the tag side,
include tag-windshield interaction and presence of parasitic
components in the chip-antenna port.

A. 1-d Problem geometry
Coordinate system and angle measures must be established
to apply Friis equation and obtain the received power at a tag
antenna in 1-d motion over the pavement. Figure 1 depicts the
problem geometry including reflection. The tag antenna is
represented by the rectangular structure t, moving horizontally
with speed v, while the reader is represented by r. The y
position of t and r is ht and hr above the pavement, respectively.
The radiation pattern of each structure is oriented according to
the normal vectors, nt and nr respectively, so that the emitted
signal at the reader is attenuated by a gain function depending
on the angle r (between n and nr), while the received signal at
t will be modulated by the radiation gain function depending on
t (between n and nt). The reflection contribution is generated
by a mirror image of r denoted r’, located hr below the
pavement, so that the reflected signal at t depends on t’
(between n’ and nt).

A relevant issue in the tag-reader coupling is the effective
interaction zone between these elements. The reading zone
may be defined as the region where a given number of
successful readings takes place [17] and coincides with the
region where sufficient power is available. In this sense, the
reading zone is a statistical concept since at, its border, signal
suffers fast degradation and is influenced by background noise.
Although such limitations, the use of RSSI (received signal
strength indication) [18,19,20] characterizes the reading zone
[21]. In tolling applications [22,23] vehicles of different types
must be correctly identified and charged. Also other physical
barriers set limits for RFID interaction time, including possible
access identification databases and account numbers.
Furthermore, the presence of more than one vehicle in the
reading zone gives rise to side readings that must be minimized
somehow by limiting the horizontal radiation lobes. This is not
to circumvent collisions [24,25], but to reduce the probability
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The reader received power is again given by Eq. (1) but the
new input is
(13)
that is, P0 in Eq. (1) is substituted by Eq. (13), with (x) the
Heaviside step function [34]. In Eq. (13), Rc is a reflection
factor that accounts for the scattering electromagnetic
scattering in the tag structure [35, 36], Ptag_lim is a power
threshold below which no reading exist. Since the reader
sensitivity is limited to values above Preader_lim, another
constraint must be imposed according to which

Figure 1 Geometrical modeling of tag (t) and reader (r) interaction including
reflection due to a mirror reader at r’

. (14)

Reflected signal intensity depends on the position angle r’
between n’ and nr’. The orientation angles nt and nr may be
written down in terms of t and r, which are antenna
orientation angles in relation to the motion line or t. In general,
t coincides with widescreen angle while r is the reader
installation angle in relation to the horizontal line. The tag
antenna will located at Q measured along the x-axis and having
as origin the reader foot. Hence, Q is negative. The tag power
at Q is

Figure 2 is an example of angular relationship between the
vehicle position Q and the reader and tag direct ray normal
angles for hr = 4.5 m, ht = 0, t =45o and r = 30o. Since t =
45o, t will be zero for Q = -hr while the same holds for r , that
is, for Q = -hr tan (r).

(1)
where P0 is the reader output power,  is the wavelength,
Gr(θr) is the reader vertical gain depending on θr and Gt(θt) the
tag vertical gain depending on θr. This equation may be
rewritten in terms of more fundamental geometric elements,
since, for fixed t and r, auxiliary angles are given as function
of Q. We note that
,

Figure 2 Reader and tag direct ray normal angles (left) as a function of vehicle
position Q in meters. Real and Imaginary parts of  (Eq. 5) for hr =5.5 m and
ht = 2m.

(2)
,

(3)
,

(4)

,

Radiation lobes must be calculated in the vertical plane as a
function of . Gain functions may be expressed in polynomial
series

(5)

,
with R the length of the direct ray, R’ the corresponding length
of the reflected ray,  the phase difference between line of
sight and reflected rays and  = r-j/0 a complex reflection
coefficient for the horizontal polarization as a function of the
pavement electric properties, dielectric constant,  ,
conductivity,  and angle of incidence  as shown in Figure 1.
The geometrical functions for Eqs. (1-5) are
,

with cn real coefficients and M setting the series truncation.
Therefore

,

(16)

,
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,
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with (x) the Heaviside function ,
and
. (19)
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.
A practical directivity function is

,
,
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II.

gives rise to optimizing tag antenna design). Such are the cases
involving vehicle identification, where the tag height from the
ground is somewhat restricted to vehicle classes. For example,
for cars, ht is mostly 1.5m, while trucks distances higher than 2
m may be regarded. From a practical approach, it is easy to see
that no global solution exist for the problem since it is
impossible to fix tag properties, ground height is just one of
them. In fact, one typically has an ensemble of tag distribution
angles representing distinct vehicle populations and the task is
to determining an average reader position angle that best serves
both groups (in the form of an average value, for example, or
distinct reader antennas dedicated to each tag group). Different
tag gains will give rise to distinct reading zones. Since the total
number of readings is speed dependent, there will be different
speed limits for each tag classes (it is easy to see that as v  
N goes to zero). Fixing a maximum allowed speed, the
optimization problem may be solved in the context discussed
here. To solve the problem, numerical methods such as
Steepest Descent [37] are recommended since arbitrary gain
functions may be used to represent reader and tag antennas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Previous discussion presented a closed set of equations to
determine the 1-d RFID zone that can be calibrated to
empirical RSSI values. Power sensibility thresholds can be
compared to equivalent values measured in static tests in the
lab. As the windshield angle approaches 90o, an interference
pattern due to ground reflection becomes evident as shown in
Figure 3. The parameters used in this simulation were: αr = 15o,
αt = 75o and 45o, P0 = 20dBm, hr = 5.5m, ht = 2m, Rc = 6dB,
Ptag_lim = -30dBm, Preader_lim = -75dB, tag and reader gains are
1.04 dBi and 12.5 dBi respectively.

The optimization may follow the RFID context as
discussed previously and may involve:
Figure 3 Tag (circles) and reader (squares) received power curves in dBm. Black dots
represent the received power without the reflection term. Left plot: windshield angle
t=45o. Right plot: windshield angle t=75o. The levels show thresholds for tag and reader
sensitivity respectively.

As shown in Figure 3 (right), the resulting reader received
power is severely influenced by ground reflection, showing
“power oscillations” mainly just after the tag entrance in the
reading zone. The power then experiences a maximum whose
position is a function of all problem parameters. Such
oscillations show that the reading zone is not a simply
connected region, and the total number of readings is a sum of
many zone pieces, which strongly depend on the tag angle.
This phenomenon is particularly strong for t ~ 90o (in the
tolling scenario, the case of trucks and buses) and is absent in
“face-to-face” reader-tag interactions. Therefore, for a given
fixed speed, the total number of readings may show “jumps” as
the reader power is changed. Such phenomenon is particularly
relevant if tight limits are imposed on the maximum reader
power.

1.

Fix the target speed (which is a suitable
approximation for many tag motion states);

2.

Fix a given reader input power. In general, this
power must be set to the maximum allowed
power;

3.

Fix a restricted subset of problem parameters;

4.

Optimize the remaining variables and find the
optimum set;

5.

For the optimum set, release the reader power and
find its optimum value given the set {p*} found in
the previous steps.

Thus, an iterative approach can be used to find distinct
RFID target parameters. In other problems, there will be a
minimum N (for example, N =1), that is, a minimum number
of RFID readings necessary to provide complete identification.
Therefore, the optimization problem may look for the
maximum allowed speed v, which may not coincide with the
traffic (for vehicle identification) allowed speed. Then, steps 15 above may search for this speed assuming all other
electromagnetic and geometrical parameters are free to change.

A. Optimization problem
It is clear from the presented formalism and discussion that
an optimization problem can be set, having a minimum set of
parameters {p}. The total number of readings, N, is a function
of this set and the tag speed v. This number is simply given by
the product of the reading density  (number of readings per
length interval affected by speed and reading rate,) by the
extension of the reading zone L({p}). Readings take place in
the interval t and, since v = L/t, then N = L({p})/v. The
reading zone is the “power length”, that is, the space region
where the reader received power is above Preader_lim as defined
by Eq. (14) and (1). Hence, the problem to be solved is to
maximize a function L({p}), that is to obtain the optimum set
{p*} for a given v. This problem may be used to solve a
plethora of RFID contexts. The minimum set of parameters
involves: the reader and tag position angles as defined in
Figure 1, reader and tag gain, reader and tag sensibility
thresholds and reader output power. Empirically, the reader
position is fixed but its optimum value may be found as a
function of: tag position, tag height above ground and tag gain.
Conversely, given a fixed reader position, the maximization of
N may be used to find the optimal tag position or gain (which

III.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented a closed set of equations
using Friis propagation formula to solve the optimization
problem of 1-d moving tags. In addition, we have discussed a
method to find optimal solutions in the RFID link for tags in
motion. According to this approach, the identification of targets
in motion assumes alignment between tag and reader, but the
1-d tag motion is arbitrary. This model can be used to:
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Obtain accurate limits for the reader power: this is
important considering the existence of power
regulation limits [14,15];



Determine intervals for reader installation angles
as a function of distinct target populations;



Determined the influence of target speed in the
total number of readings and problem geometry;
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Determine suitable power thresholds for internal
tag and reader sensitivities;



Determine the reading zone extension as a
function of a given geometry or maximize the
zone for a subset of fixed parameters;



Calculate the total number of readings for a given
target speed;



Introduce statistical functions, paving the way to a
probabilistic treatment of the RFID problem for
tags in motion.
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Some presented simulations show the importance of
considering the effect of ground reflections, which
manifests themselves in the form of “power tail
oscillations” in the reader power distribution as a function
of tag position. Such features result in a close relation for
the entire reading zone, which then must be expanded as a
sum of many terms. Accordingly, the total number of
readings is given by the product of the total reading zone
extension and the reading rate, divided by the target speed.
Thus, physical, geometrical and electromagnetic variables
are interrelated by the presented model in order to provide
approximate solutions for a several RFID problem contexts.
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